AQUAPOD™ is helping to divert millions of plastic water bottles from landfills and encourages the use of tap water. AQUAPOD™ is helping people to choose drinking water over soft drinks thus helping to reduce obesity.

Dispensed water is 100% NATURAL 100% FREE
SUSTAINABILITY
AquaPod™ Mobile Water Stations support not only hydration but a green and sustainable environment at large facilities and events. MINUS the logistics and negative carbon footprint of bottled water. AquaPod™ enables your event to be bottle water free promoting municipal tap water. AquaPod™ polishes municipal water by filtration, ultra violet disinfection, plus utilizes an onboard chiller. With your AquaPod™ Mobile Water Station you can provide refreshing, ice cold water for all those who attend your special event. The AquaPod® has 3 water filling stations and 1 extra filling station with certified height for special needs or small children access.

HEALTH BENEFITS
AquaPod™ Mobile Water Stations maintain all essential nutrients in municipal tap water, thus promoting proper hydration that drives higher energy levels, offers improved concentration and focus, and an overall sense of well being. WATER IS LIFE! Built-in 10 micron Carbon Block Filtration removes chlorine and sediment, common in municipal water, while the Ultra Violet Disinfection ensures purity and the ultimate in safety. AquaPod™ water is great tasting, pure, good for you, ice cold and free to the user!

CUSTOMIZE IT!
Optional custom graphics can make your brand stand out on a hot day! Imagine having lineups of people waiting to fill up their water bottles at your AquaPod™ Water Station while viewing your graphic message. Aquahaulics can provide you with a sample mock up PDF so you might envision your own custom look. We can provide you with a template to design, or design a look for you, with our graphics team. Custom Graphics design packages also enable you to incorporate a sponsors logo(s). This might allow you to have your AquaPod™ Water Station totally paid for by local business.

LOGISTICS
The AquaPod™ is designed to be hooked up to a municipal water source. We supply a food grade inbound water line with garden hose fittings. We also supply a standard electrical extension cord to enable the electrical components to operate, such as the chiller and the UV system. The professionally designed components and combination of filtration and ultra violet can be optionally customized in order to allow the AquaPod™ to function in an emergency scenario such as a natural disaster or an earthquake. The AquaPod™ also has optional locking shrouds to cover the water dispensers during off hours.

CONTACT US TODAY TO INCLUDE AQUAPOD™ KIOSKS IN YOUR SUSTAINABLE FUTURE!

FOR IMMEDIATE SALES & LEASING SUPPORT PLEASE CONTACT
Paul S. Wilson
Cell: 604-764-2550 paul@aquahaulics.ca

AquaHaulics.ca

613-805-AQUA(2782)
Toll Free: 1-877-291-7020
Find us on social media: 🛒 🎥 🌍